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Commuter  school
 
blues
 
The final section 
of the three-part series 
looks at life as a 
communter  student at SJSU 
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Double
 your pleasure, 
double
 
your
 
fun 
The 
softball  team won 
Wednesday's  
doubleheader
 
against
 Sacramento State  
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Mixed
 
reactions
 to 
firing 
of
 
three  
athletic
 
directors  
By Jack 
Trageser  
Daily  staff wnter 
Of the 
three top
 
athletic  administrators 
recently 
terminated,
 one 
was 
surprised  by 
the 
move,  one apathetically
 
expected
 it,
 
and the other refuses to comment. 
Associate
 Athletic Director Mary Zim-
merman and assistant Athletic 
Directors
 
Marshall Clark and Debbie
 Pinkston
 have 
had their 
positons
 "eliminated and consli-
dated," according to Athletic Director 
Thomas Brennan. 
"One can only surmise that the reasons 
were financial," said Pinkston,
 the only 
one of the three to be released 
before
 June 
30.
 "But we were generating higher mar-
keting revenues than ever, and 
money  is 
the issue here.
 Two
 of the people terminat-
ed (Zimmerman and 
herself) were instru-
mental  to the fund-raising efforts
 of San 
Jose State 
sports."  
Mary Zimmerman 
Marshall Clark
 
Debbie  Pinkston 
The notice came as no surprise to Clark. 
who 
said he considered himself terminated 
three  years ago when the track and field 
team, and his job 
as
 its coach, were casual-
ties of previous 
budget  cuts. 
"I'd be a liar if I said there wasn't some 
bitterness," said Clark, who works in facil-
ities, "but it was only a matter of time. 
They have a lot of problems. and I hope 
they're able to solve them." 
Pinkston,
 not quite so understanding, 
questioned the logic and possible precal-
culation of Brennan 
concerning  the recent 
hirings of two new administrators. 
"In times of cutbacks, one would
 think 
there would be attrition," said 
Pinkston.
 
"Why add 
two new positions and 
then fire 
people
 who performed the
 same functions?" 
Ed Swartz,
 the Athletic 
Department's  
new  business manager,
 has already 
assumed  most of Mary Zimmerman's 
duties in business 
affairs,  according to 
Brennan.
 Associate Athletic 
Director  Dan 
Curry, who was 
hired at the same time
 as 
Swartz, works in business 
affairs and will 
perform the
 same types of 
marketing
 and 
fund-raising functions
 as Pinkston and 
Zimmerman 
had previously. 
A letter 
written  by two female 
instruc-
tors
 and recently circulated
 among SJSU 
faculty charged Brennan with laying the 
groundwork for the changes
 months ago, 
when he hired 
Curry  and Swartz in the 
face of  lean financial times. Pinkston 
agreed with the authors that Brennan may 
be molding the staff beneath him to 
his  
liking. 
Building  from
 scratch
 
Jeanette  C,- 
gorgraphe,  
Mechanical 
Engineering
 senior Mark Maggard spray paints the building the Formula
 race car from scratch fir  their senior engi-
undercoat of a Formula SAE race 
car. A group of 
students
 are neering project. The car will be used in an 
upcoming  race. 
Course 
has highest failure rate 
Intentional 
or
 not, 
accounting
 
class
 is 
truly
 a 
'weeder'
 
By Fay 
Wells 
Speaal to the Daily 
Business  majors know 
that 
Financial 
Accounting,  or Account-
ing 
20, takes time and 
lowers  
grade 
point  
averages.
 
But 
take it they 
must.  
Known as 
financial accounting, 
it 
is 
the 
first  course in the 
long 
series
 aimed
 at a 
business degree. 
To continue the progam, students 
must 
pass  
with a C grade or 
better.  
The 
course  grade for the 
486 
students
 
enrolled
 in 
fall  
1990
 was 
1.6, 
according
 to preliminary  data 
collected from 
Admissions  and 
Records 
by Institutional Research. 
In spring
 1990,
 it 
was 
1.53, in 
fall 1989 
it 
was  
1.45,
 in spring 
1989 1.35. 
About nine percent flunked and 
22.2 
percent
 obtained a "U" for 
unsatisfactory.
 
I tie data have prompted 
charges  
that the course 
was deliberately 
constructed
 to drop students early 
in
 the
 
business program.
 
"I heard it was to weed you out 
and 
decide whether you 
go
 on," 
said a 
student
 with a business 
minor  who preferred not to 
be 
quoted 
by
 name. 
"I took it at a 
junior  college. It's 
the first 
accounting  course. 
There's 
such a low 
GPA something
 had to 
be wrong." he said. 
Not 
so. said Joseph 
Mori.  
accounting
 and finance 
chair.  
"It's not intended
 to weed out 
tropic,"
 he
 said. 
The national fail rate in first year 
accounting
 courses is about 25 to 
50 percent. Mori continued. 
"Our
 model is pretty much on 
See 
FINANCE, page 3 
"I don't think
 that's uncommon any-
where," she said. 
Most of the 
commotion regarding the 
firings has centered around the issue of 
female representation in the upper eche-
lons of the Athletic Department. Brennan 
promoted Carolyn 
Lewis
 from 
assistant to 
associate athletic director 
in the wake of 
Zimmerman's termination, but Pinkston 
said "I think it was 
probably  a response to 
pressure," intimating that the move might 
have had more to do with gender equity 
than 
anything
 else.
 The letter charged that 
Zimmerman's departure left the athletic 
department with 
no
 woman in a 
significant
 
administrative role. 
When asked if she 
thought the reorgani-
zation
 would improve or dampen SJSU's 
fund-raising 
and marketing efforts, she 
said "They would be doing real well 
to 
keep things at the same level." 
Two
 
arrested  
in 
bathroom
 
for 
lewd
 
conduct
 
By
 Chris Lillie 
Daily staff wnter 
An unidentified male
 was cited 
and released 
Wednesday  on suspi-
cion of lewd conduct in an 
SJSU 
restroom
 reputed to be a popular 
meeting place for 
homosexuals,
 
according  to University Police. 
The suspect, whom UPD 
declined  to identify because the 
case is still under investigation. 
was 
detained  after an 
alleged
 inci-
dent in a restroom on the fifth 
floor of Wahlquist Library North 
at 2:07 p.m., UPD Spokesman 
Richard 
Staley said. 
"He was detained, cited and 
released."  Staley said.
 
UPD officers
 cited the suspect 
on suspicion of a disorderly 
con-
duct violation of California Penal 
Code 647, Staley
 said. Section D 
of that
 code terms it a misde-
meanor to use a public restroom 
"for the purpose of engaging in or 
soliciting any lewd or lascivious.
 
act." 
The incident is the 
second  this 
week
 involving lewd conduct in 
the fifth
-floor
 restroom
 and contin-
ues a pattern of such behavior 
there. 
Staley
 said. Monday a sus-
pect 
was arrested on suspicion of 
the same offense,
 he said. 
"There 
have
 been complaints,
 
and 
there
 is a 
police  
operation 
going on up there
 now," Staley 
'Sometimes
 there's as 
many as 
eight  people in 
there,
 I've walked 
in 
and 
seen
 more 
than 
one
 person in 
a stall.' 
 
Wesley  Son 
ner,  
library security
 guard 
said, adding that 
the operation led 
to
 Wednesday's 
citation.
 
A 
Wahlquist
 Library 
security
 
guard said
 the restroom 
has 
become
 the site of 
frequent homo-
sexual
 activity.
 
"I've 
walked  in 
when
 there's 
grunting and
 groaning 
going on, 
and 
a smell that
 shows 
activity's
 
going 
on,"
 library security
 guard 
Wesley
 Sonner said. 
"Sometimes  
there's  as 
many
 as 
eight 
people in 
there,"
 he said. 
"I've walked in 
and 
seen  
more  
than one 
person in a 
stall." 
Sonnet% 
who  said he 
is working 
his 
third  
semester
 in the 
library,  
said the 
restroom  
activity
 "is one 
of the 
first things I 
heard about."
 
Walls 
separating  the 
stalls
 often 
have
 
so-called
 
"glory
 
holes"
 
carved  in 
them, 
Sonner 
said.  
Glory 
holes  arc 
considered  
holes  
used for
 sexual 
gratification.
 
"They  
keep
 plugging
 
them
 
up 
See
 
LIBRARY,  page 3 
School
 of 
Education
 may
 lose six instructors 
The following 
article is pan five 
in a continuing series on the 
effects  of the CSU budget 
short-
fall 
on
 
various
 
areas
 at SJSU. 
By 
Claudia Bramkamp 
Daily 
stall writer 
The light at the end of the tun-
nel for students
 from the SJSU 
School of 
Education is growing 
dimmer as the state's $13 million
 
budget crisis threatens 
to
 dimin-
ish some of the 
classes.  
Education
 
and 
the
 
spending
 
CALIFORNIA'S
 BUDGET
 CRISIS 
According  to Rudy Serrano, 
associate dean of the School of 
Education, it's still too early to tell 
exactly
 
how his 
department
 would 
be affected by the budget shortfall. 
Serrano explained that 
the 
part-time instructors supervised 
student teachers 
in
 the field and 
that their jobs were likely to 
be 
the 
first  threatened. 
"We'll probably
 be losing about 
six full-time
 instructors and 30 
part-time instructors. That
 will 
really
 affect supervision for 
teach-
er's
 cd, special cd and 
education 
administration 
programs," he said.
 
"We're 
going  to feel the
 bud-
get pinch 
for a couple of years
 
to 
come," Serrano 
explained. "The 
California State
 University bud-
gets come from
 the legislature 
which 
always runs one year 
behind 
the  budget 
we
 actually 
sec. 
I'm expecting 
at least a two-
year 
effect front
 
the 
budget cuts," 
he said. 
Serrano 
said
 the 
department  
See  
BUDGET,
 page
 3 
SJSU
 
exceeds
 
water  conservation
 
goal  for 1990 
By Chris
 Lillie 
Daily
 
stall  writer 
Stingier 
toilets,
 faucets and 
showers,  as well as something
 
called xeriscaping,
 helped SJSU 
exceed its 
1990 water conservation
 
goal. 
The Santa
 Clara Valley Water
 
District mandated a 20 
percent cut 
in water use 
for 
1990, 
but SJSU 
surpassed
 this mark by three per-
cent. Thc university, 
not required 
to 
comply
 
with  SCVWD Stan-
dards, but 
doing  so 
voluntarily,
 
reduced 
consumption  Iasi 
year
 by 
51 million gallons
 from its 1987
 
level  of 214 
million. 
SJSU buys
 85 percent of its 
water 
from 
SCVWD.
 The univer-
sity owns 
two wells underneath the 
campus
 but must pay the water 
district
 a production tax 
to refill 
them. Currently $175 per acre 
foot, the tax could reach
 $250 by 
July. 
SJSU buys the remaining 15 
percent
 ot its water from the city 
of San 
Jose.  
One measure
 
the university took 
Was to install faucet aerators
 and 
flush and shower restricters in 
campus restrooms and residence 
halls. This move cut consumption 
of one of 
SJS(I's prime users  
the residence
 halls, which account 
Ion 13 percent of 
the  school's
 
Water  
use. 
In addition,
 xeriscaping  
drought resistant lands(
 aping  
reduced
 the 
amount  
oh water 
need-
ed for 
irrigation 
throughout  
cam-
pus.
 
The university 
cut  watering on 
the South 
and Main 
campuses
 by 
35 
percent,  emphasizing
 mainte-
nance,  rather 
than
 prosperity, of 
plants. 
This  
amounted
 to 
almost
 a 
nine  percent decrease in 
the
 
school's total 
water use. 
While the residence halls rank 
as one of 
SJSU's
 most 
prolific
 
See  
WATER,
 
Page
 
3 
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Changing
 Greek 
priorities
 
1
 n 
October,  the National 
Panhellenic  
and 
Interfraternity  Council 
expressed concern
 about the 
grades among the 
Greek  system. 
Even, Chuck Loring, a former 
national interfraternity council 
president, remarked that the best 
fraternity had a grade point 
average 
"significantly below the 
campus average." 
In
 a system intended to 
bring 
about a 
productive,  group 
nurturing  atmosphere for
 Greek 
members,  it has the reverse 
result. 
Many Greek 
members become 
involved
 
in excessive 
partying, 
resulting in putting 
academic 
pursuits second to fraternity and 
sorority social activities. 
It's 
impossible
 to separate the 
Greek stereotype from the 
observed facts. The fact of the 
matter is that there is a problem 
within
 the Greek system that 
needs attention. 
It just so 
happens that
 the 
problem
 itself 
requires  the 
attention 
that inevitably 
supports  
the 
stereotype.
 
And  it doesn't seem 
like 
anything is being done 
about  it. 
Grades are still low, Greek 
members  are dropping out of 
school and 
members are left to 
deal with it themselves. 
The
 Greek system comprises 
a large 
population of 
SJSU, putting a great deal 
of pressure on individual 
members to be more responsible. 
Granted, they need help, but the 
help needs 
to come in the form of 
better 
leadership  within the 
organization to curb poor grades. 
As organizations directly tied 
to 
universities the Greek
 systems 
should enhance 
academic 
standings
 not denegrate them. 
Corrections
 
and 
amplifications
 
Due
 to a 
reporters  
error, 
Thursday's  
article  
"Students,  
businesses
 urge 
non-
alcoholic  
beverages"
 
contained  
some  
innaccuracics.  
The 
article
 should
 have 
stated
 that the 
Anheuser-Busch's
 
new 
beverage,
 
O'Doul's,
 
contains  .05 
percent  
alcohol
 and
 is 
considered,
 under
 
Forum  
Opinions  
government  
guidelines,
 to be a 
non-
alcoholic  
drink.
 Bottomsley
 distributors
 
were  passing 
out three
-ounce  
samples
 of 
the 
drink  to adults
 as part of 
a Drinking 
and
 Driving 
Fair held
 Wednesday
 and 
Thursday. 
ISBronzing
 your body 
not worth the time
 
REPORTER'S
 FORUM  
 
LORRIE  
VOIGT  
As
 
the weather grows warmer and the 
sun camps out on the horizon later with 
each passing day, an awareness is 
triggered in 
people's minds. Spring 
fever 
hits, 
and suddenly it's that time again. 
Hawaiian Tropic, Coppertone,
 Bain de 
Soleil time. 
Springtime in California is the annual
 
signal to pull out 
crumpled
 T-shirts and 
shorts from
 the back of the dresser drawer 
(or,
 for those fortunate to have unlimited 
funds, a 
trip to the mall is in order to get 
a 
new 
summer  wardrobe), and head to  the 
pool or beach. 
For many people, 
tanning becomes a top 
priority as 
soon
 as sunshine and blue skies 
permit.
 Of course, some go to tanning 
booths year-round, but they 
don't count 
because that's a form of cheating in the 
"Rulebook of Tanning." 
It's amazing how many 
people  actually 
dislike "laying out" but 
do
 it anyway, just 
so that they can turn their skin a darker 
shade.
 
Yes, I'm one those
 people, but I'm too 
selfish 
with my time to waste it doing
 
something I don't like for 
more  than 45 
minutes at a time. 
Consequently,  I'm not very tan. My 
arms and legs have what my mother terms 
"nice color" (translated,
 that's about a 
three on the tanning scale of one to 10), 
and my face has
 what a friend laughingly 
CAMPUS  VOICE - 
JONATHAN BASTOW
  
Recycling  
no
 substitute
 for 
conservation
 
With Earth Day 
coming  up and all the 
environmental 
awareness going on,
 I 
anticipate
 that a lot of 
groups  will 
promote recycling.
 After all, recycling 
is 
the
 answer to the waste
 disposal problem. 
Or is it? 
Curious about
 this, I went to 
Milpitas  for 
the 
grand opening 
of BFI's new 
facility, 
The 
Recyclery.  
Before 
the events got
 
underway
 I 
had a 
chance to 
look around the 
Educational 
Center. Most 
dramatic was a 
100 -foot -
long wall 
of
 garbage 
representing  how 
much 
trash Santa 
Clara  County 
generates  
in three minutes.
 There were 
several
 signs 
with 
all sorts of 
statistics  about 
train loads 
of trash lined
 up end -to
-end
 and reaching
 
the far distances
 of our galaxy. A Laser
 
gun let me 
zap pieces of trash to tell
 me 
what is and 
isn't recyclable. 
Just as I 
began playing 
crane operator, lifting
 cans 
into a processor
 with a huge magnet,
 the 
speeches started.
 
I listened to San Jose
 Mayor Susan 
Hammer 
talk about how wonderful 
it
 is 
that bus loads
 of children now have the 
opportunity to learn all 
about recycling 
at this wonderful 
new facility. Then 
William
 Ruckleshaus, 
BFI's  new CEO 
from
 the EPA, talked about
 MRF's (I 
didn't
 
get it all either). 
11c  stated that the 
technological 
advancement  of recycling 
will 
enable  us to recycle 
almost
 anything. 
The speeches
 ended with Mobus, 
BFI's  
recycling mascot, taking 
recyclables from 
everyone.  Then everyone
 lined up outside
 
"Asp 
Na),
 Ely 
r,c47,
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 " 
for refreshments in,  guess what, plastic 
disposable cups. 
It was then I started  my thinking: 
a 
company promoting the use of recyclable 
products
 and serving plastic cups? I filled 
up my 20 ounce
 reusable E.A.C.H. mug 
with champagne 
and
 went
 to pursue 
this 
thought. After talking to a few people 
with BFI and 
their  public relations 
supervisor,
 I was informed that the plastic 
cups are capable of being recycled. I was 
advised to look at the displays 
being  
presented and learn how much really can 
be recycled. But this didn't comfort me. 
The message that was presented to me 
was: Consume! It's OK. Now recycling 
can 
take  care of all your waste! I am 
certainly  not opposed to recycling. My 
fear is that children will be 
taught,  and 
believe, that recycling is the answer to 
waste reduction, when the main factor 
affecting our waste 
problem is 
overconsumption and the generation 
of
 
unnecessary waste. 
Wouldn't
 it 
be
 better to teach 
all of us 
to 
reuse items? For example. a canvas bag or 
a ceramic mug can replace all of 
these  and 
create  no waste. I
 feel
 it is a big mistake 
to present recycling as the answer without 
even mention 
of 
reduction.
 Have no fear, 
Mobus is 
here! 
The most depressing part of my  trip was 
reading the last part of the flyers given to 
me (clay coated, non -recyclable paper). 
"After the final layer of earth is applied 
and the site is scaled (Newby Island 
landfill),
 it will be seeded with ground 
covering plants and returned to a natural 
state. Like most landfills, this one 
will be 
opened up to public access with hiking 
trails and
 picnic areas." Out of sight, out 
of mind, and floating on the bay. How 
lovely.
 A picnic in the landfill.  
Please 
recycle,  but more
 importantly 
think about all the waste you generate and 
educate yourself on how to reduce it. 
You'll be surprised at how easy it is, once 
you're conscious of it. And teach your 
children well. 
Jonathan Bastow
 is 
a junior
 majoring
 in 
Business 
Management.  
refers to as "that sun -kissed look." 
I really think there's some
 kind 
of divine 
providence that
 deems 
the 
tanning
 
process  
as unenjoyable. 
The beach 
is a classic 
example.  It 
seems 
like 
no
 matter 
what  you try 
to do, 
the  sand 
You gotta 
love 
it.  
There  you 
are, all oiled up and
 ready to 
catch some rays, 
when
 you 
suddenly find yourself 
coated with 
sand,  looking 
like a piece of Shake -and-
Bake chicken. And 
everyone knows how 
difficult
 it is to 
wash  all the 
sand
 off in the 
shower. 
interferes
 with having a pleasant 
tanning  
experience. 
It never fails  you get your beach 
towel situated
 just right (complete 
with  
indentations
 pushed in the sand to fit the 
curves of your body comfortably), lay 
down and the inevitable hits. 
Either a strong breeze comes along and 
blows a 
light  layer of sand into your face, 
Spartan
 
Daily  
or 
someone
 
nearby  
inadvertently
 shakes
 
out
 
his  
or her 
towel, 
showering
 you with 
the 
grainy
 
stuff.
 
You 
gotta
 
love
 it. 
There  
you are,  all 
oiled  
up 
and  
ready  
to
 catch
 
some
 
rays,  
when 
you 
suddenly
 
find  
yourself  coated 
with  
sand,
 looking
 like 
a piece
 of 
Shake -
and
-Bake  
chicken.
 And 
everyone
 
knows  
how 
difficult
 it is 
to wash 
all the 
sand 
off  
in the 
shower.  
Beach  
problems  
aside,  if 
you 
didn't
 get 
attacked
 by a 
thousand
 grainy
 
particles,  
there's
 always 
sunburn 
to look 
forward 
to. 
Even
 if you 
don't 
go
 to Santa
 Cruz, 
but 
opt
 instead 
for a 
backyard  
stint  by 
the  
pool, 
the
 
strength
 of the 
sun is often
 
: 
underestimated.
 
In 
the  rush 
to obtain 
a golden
 shade 
of
 
bronze, 
some 
people
 use too
 little 
tanning 
protection and 
lay out 
for touch 
too long. 
The 
end result
 is not 
pretty.  
Personally,  
red is 
not my 
best color
 and I'm 
not into 
pain, so! 
try to 
avoid  
sunburn
 at all 
costs.  
Lastly,  
there's  
always
 the 
boredom 
factor.
 If for 
no other 
reason, 
many 
people
 
(myself
 
included)
 
don't  get 
very 
tan 
simply 
because  it's 
a hell 
of
 a boring 
way to 
spend the 
afternoon.
 
It gets 
difficult 
to read 
in
 the glare
 of 
sunlight  
after
 about 15 
minutes. 
and the 
best 
of musical 
groups can
 only 
divert
 my 
attention away
 from 
the
 
uncomfortable
 
task
 at hand 
for just so 
long. 
Don't get 
me
 wrong  I 
can  appreciate 
those individuals
 who have
 the patience to 
put 
up with the
 sand, 
burning,  and 
uneventfulness
 that 
sometimes
 comes 
with acquiring
 a tan. 
For the time 
being, though,
 I think I'll 
stick with 
rating
 a three 
on
 the tanning 
scale. 
Lorrie
 Voigt is a 
Spartan  Daily 
staff
 
writer.
 
LETTERS
 
TO THE
 EDITOR 
Gay -pride not a crime 
Editor, 
After 
April  10, I'm pretty concerned 
about
 free speech on this campus. I 
hope other students  are
 equally 
outraged at the treatment
 of 
individuals
 who choose to express
 
their opinions. 
Three people were 
arrested  by the 
university
 police. Usually. when I 
picture arrests.
 I expect to hear about 
weapons or drugs or violence. In this 
case it was flags. Flags? 
A 
group of gay and lesbian students 
tried to raise 
the gay -pride rainbow 
flag on the 
flagpole  outside 
MacQuarric Hall to 
protest 
discrimination by ROTC. ROTC 
currently excludes
 gay men and 
lesbians,
 in violation of the university 
policy  that prohibits discrimination on 
the basis of sexual orientation.
 No one 
involved with 
ROTC  or the university 
administration
 has been arrested for 
violating this policy, but 
students who 
raised a flag in 
protest  were. 
Where's the good 
news? 
Editor,  
So you tliought 
you were having a 
lousy semester, eh? Don't worry, you 
still have a 
couple more months before 
you have to chalk up 
another
 55(X) for 
tuition.  Wait,
 
make that 5600. 
Anyway, 
cheer  up. Here's what the 
semester
 has brought us so far this 
spring.
 
A budget crisis to end all crises. 
In its 
wake we have:
 600 fewer classes;
 
higher tuition 
fees; fewer teachers; 
fewer materials and suppplics; no 
credit card use to pay fees.
 
But wait, there's more. 
A new CSU chancellor
 who has been 
linked to a  
savings and loan scandal 
and the 
destruction  of redwoods for 
profit.
 Hey,
 that's a step in the
 right 
direction. Donald Trump
 could serve 
as Barry's
 
executive
 assistant.
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Obviously, someone
 on this campus 
is very threatened 
by the voices and 
actions
 of gay and lesbian students. 
That person ordered the arrest of a 
group of students involved in a 
peaceful protest, to use intimidation to 
quiet voices of dissent. Was it 
someone from ROTC, Gail's office 
or 
the police department? Students on 
this campus should demand to know 
where the orders came from, to 
be
 able 
to  protect the right of free speech for 
all students. 
It's too bad that raising the rainbow 
flag was 
treated  as 
a criminal 
act.
 The 
gay -pride rainbow flag is a symbol of 
freedom and pride for the gay 
community.  It seems like freedom and 
pride are concepts that also are
 badly 
needed in the San Jose State 
community. 
Andrew 
Gan 
Graduate 
student 
Department of Health Sclera( e 
But wait, there's more.
 
No more spring break 
around  Easter. 
We 
better  take the chapel off the 
campus 
as well. One never 
knows  
what people 
might  think. 
But wait, 
there's more. 
We 
need
 armed guards 
in
 the parking 
garages
 and at all bike
 racks. What 
do
 
you 
mean 
we
 can't 
use homosexual
 
ROTC officers? 
But 
wait,  there's 
more.  
Lowest
 voter 
turnout  in 
years  for 
A.S. 
elections.  OK 
people,
 vote or shut 
up. 
Yes,1  did. 
Oh, and 
finally the 
good news.
 
The 
Giants  have 
a great 
2-6  batting 
order 
this
 year. 
Hey,  that's 
all I could
 
think
 of. 
Karyn Shiver 
Junior  
English  
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Two men
 were 
arrested
 this week
 on suspicion
 of lewd 
conduct  in 
this fifth 
floor  bathroom
 in 
Wahlquist
 Library
 
North.
 
WATER  
From 
page  1 
water users, the 
Central Plant 
tops
 
the 
list at 14 percent. A 
process 
called co -generation,
 however, 
improves
 the plant's 
efficiency
 by 
recycling  exhaust steam 
produced 
by the plant's boiler. 
Future  conservation measures, 
include a computerized 
irrigation  
system and refrigerant
 coolers, 
rather than water cooling systems, 
for engineering 
and  science lab 
equipment, according to 
Facilities,
 
Development and 
Operations
 offi-
cials.
 
As for the cause
 of SJSU's con-
servation -- California's five-year 
drought  two university drought 
experts say the dry spell is not 
unprecedented and 
that
 water 
authorities should 
have  acted 
sooner. 
Meteorology 
professor Douglas 
Sinton criticized state and federal 
officials for not recommending or 
mandating conservation in 1989. 
Water 
authorities chose instead to 
count on a wet year in 1989-1990 
because of the preceding string of 
dry 
ones, he said. 
"That's the equivalent
 of saying, 
'We're going to roll a seven 
because we 
haven't  rolled one 
yet," Simon said. 
In any case, the state's drought 
history pointed to another dry year,  
added 
Geology/Environmental  
Studies Professor Donald Anthrop. 
"Droughts in California have 
historically gone in cycles," 
Anthrop said. "If you go back and 
look
 at the past 130 years ... his-
torically they have run four to six 
years." 
Despite its lack of
 
preparation, 
California lucked 
out with this 
year's wet March, Simon 
said.  
"We would've been in a horri-
ble, horrible position 
if
 it hadn't 
been for 
March,"  he said. 
Reports of last month's storms 
finally erasing a high-pressure sys-
tem that had shielded California 
for years from wet weather were 
exaggerated,
 Sinton added. 
"We
 have had storms the past 
few years, but the high pressure's 
been persistent," he said. "To say 
the storms wiped out the high pres-
sure is not really accurate. At best 
it would be a gross over -simplifi-
cation."
 
Sinton also dismissed, at least 
for now, the notion that global 
warming is causing the current 
LIBRARY
 
From page 1 
with 
toilet
 paper 
dispensers,"  
Sooner said. "They 
(individuals 
having  sex) rip 
them
 off to reopen 
the holes." 
A 
hole in one of 
the bath-
room's partitions 
measured  less 
than an inch 
in
 diameter and had 
jagged edges. But graffiti written 
above the wall read, "To reinstate
 
our glory hole, will someone lend 
us
 an oxy-acetylene blowtorch?" 
Other messages written on the 
wall,  dated Dec. 21, 1990 
and 
Feb. 11, offered sex 
at specific 
times in the 
restroom.  
Campus 
advocates for homo-
sexuals
 reacted with dismay to 
'We would've been in a 
horrible, horrible 
position if it hadn't
 
been for March.' 
 Douglas Sinton, 
meteorology professor 
drought. 
"I'm pretty skeptical on that," 
he said. 'To
 say this is evidence of 
a climate change would be hasty, 
to say the least." 
If the drought  and urban 
growth, 
especially  in Southern 
California   continues, perma-
nent
 conservation and dams on the 
Eel and Klamath rivers could
 
result, Anthrop said. 
"We environmentalists arc 
opposed
 to that idea," he 
said  of 
the  dams. "That's going to be 
expensive water, so expensive that 
agriculture  can't afford it." 
Eventually, however, some 
form  
of drastic action will have 
to
 
be 
taken. Anthrop 
said.  
"You can't continue forever 
putting up 
houses  and lawns in the 
Southern 
California desert on a 
finite water supply," he said. 
SpartaGuide  
SpartaGuide
 is a daily 
calendar avail-
able to SJSU students, faculty and 
stall organizations at no charge 
Forms are available in the Daily 
newsroom.  Wahlguist Library North 
Room 104 
and at the Information
 
Center  of the Student Union (Letters 
to the editor can also be submitted at 
the 
Information Center I 
The deadline  
is 10 a m 
TODAY  
MATH 
& 
COMPUTER 
SCIENCE
 CLUB: 
Speaker Professor S Lee Application of 
number
 theory in 
secunty
 computing. 2 30-
330 
pm
 MacOuame Hall Room 322.
 
call  
David Keegan 244-9728 
THAI STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION:  Meeting 
2pm 
SU Pacheco  Room  
call 
998-5648
 
INSTITUTE FOR 
SOCIAL
 RESPONSIBIL-
ITY: Dr 
Russ  Abrams The Moral
 Dm-
( 
uSS4011
 of 
the Fetus 7 30 p
 
in
 The 
Colo-
nnade
 Apts 4th Floor Lounge 201 S 4th St 
call
 
Professor
 
Harwood
 
924.4519
 
Professor
 
Mary Anne Warren s 
Sex 
Selective
 
Abor-
tion 3 
pm
 Faculty
 Office Room 
104  
call
 
Professor 
Harwood  924-4519
 
SJSU 
FOLKDANCERS:
 
Bulgarian
 
Workshop with 
Jaap  
teegwater  workshop 
8-9 30 p 
m request
 dancing 
9 30 p
 
in 
Spartan
 
Complex
 Room 
89 call 293.1302 
287-6369
 
or
 
927.9501
 
RADICAL REALITY
 CHI ALPHA CHRIS-
TIAN 
FELLOWSHIP:
 
Weekly
 worship serv-
ice bible study and fellowship 7 30 pm
 
Duncan
 Hail 
Room
 135 call 
948-0822  
JEWISH  
STUDENT
 
UNION 
Shabtat
 
,.
 
i 
n 
1768 for Iota 
ECONOMICS
 
STUDENTS  
ASSOCIATION 
Semi-annual
 
pm,
 and ta, 
te,,t
 
softball
 
game
 
II 
a 
in
 Witliams
 Street
 
Pao,
 
16th and 
Williams,
 
SUNDAY
 
JEWISH
 
STUDENT
 
UNION  
Meetino
 
" 
p 
in 
SJSU
 
International
 
center  
1768
 
D1SCOV
 
k.
 
It
 
SAN
 
JOSE'S
 
CD'S
 
LARGEST
 
SELECTION
 
OF
 
USED
 
 
Over  
5,000  
used
 C 
Os
 to 
choose
 
from 
 
New 
& 
Used
 
CD's
 
Huy  
 
Sell   
Trade  
$1
 
OFF
 
fail 
ANY  
EXCHRhGE
 
CD 
109E
 
SANTA
 
CLARA  
ST, 
SAN 
JOSE
 
(BETWEEN
 
3rd  & 
Validated
 
Parking
 3rd St 
Garr.
 
(408)294-0345
 
SOME
 
RESTRICTIONS
 
APPLY  
ICE 
HOCKEY:
 vs UC-Davis.
 645
 
p rn 
Eastridge
 Ice Arena  call 267-6989 
MONDAY 
ALTERNATIVE
 
LIFESTYLES
 POLITICAL 
ACTION COALITION:
 
Meeting
 430
 pm 
S U Pacheco 
Room  call 236-2152 
ART DEPARTMENT:
 Student art exhibits 
10 a m -4 p m Art Department Student
 Gal-
leries
 call 924.4330 
MU ALPHA 
GAMMA:  5th Annual Magazine 
Day. 10 30 am
-1
 30 
pm,SU. 
call 267-
7851 
MEChA: 
Meeting 6 
pm
 Chicano Re-
source Library
 call 288-6170 
CAREER 
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: 
Co-op
 orientation 
11 am SU 
Almaden
 
Room call 924-6033 
ENVIRONMENTAL  RESOURCE 
CENTER:
 
Betsy Rose in concert noon
-1 
pm
 Sev-
enth Street Plaza call 924-5467 Workshop. 
2 30-3 30 pm SU Guadalupe
 Room.
 call 
924.5467
 
Living  room 
concert 
7-8  p
 
in 
Campus
 
r 
all 924 5467 
INTERCULTURAL
 
STEERING
 
COMMIT-
TEE:
 
Pakistnian
 
Awdreness
 ba sueaxer
 
S U 
Amphitheater
 
noon1
 pm 
call
 
262.
 
8044
 
Art  
exhibit
 SU 
11 am 
-2 
pm
 
call 
262
 
8044
 
LAMBDA
 
SIGMA  
GAMMA  
Formal meet
-
09 
ourmnason
 
ot
 ott,cers
 
5 
pm
 
S U 
Pa-
checo
 
call
 
298.2549  
AS 
INTERCULTURAL
 STEERING 
CON 
MITTEE:
 International
 
Wee x 1991 
Palestir,
 
.an Awareness Day 
speaker  
S U 
Ampn,
 
theater
 
noon -1 pm An exhibit S 
U 
11 
am-2pm
 call 
262-8044
 
TUESDAY  
ART DEPARTMENT:
 Student art exhibits 
10 a m -4 p 
m receptions 6-8 p m 
Ad
 Dt. 
penmen! Student 
Galleries
 call 
924-433(  
Tuesday
 
night  lecture series Marlon Rigg, 
screening
 
of
 
Tongues
 
United  and affirm:, 
bons 5 pm
 
Engineering
 Room 
189 
ca 
924-4330 
A.S. 
INTERCULTURAL STEERING COM-
MITTEE: International
 Week 1991 
Speake.
 
Palestinian  
situation
 S U Amphitheate,
 
noon -1 
pm
 call
 
262-8044
 
Phil ALPHA 
THETA:
 War Economics
 H.,. 
tury 
- lecture by Professor Dowd 
refrest 
ments  following 545 p
 
in
 DMH 
208  
call  
971-8256 
WOMEN'S  RESOURCE
 CENTER: 
Jug 
gling 
Committments
 
How  to 
Maximize  
You, 
College 
Experience 4-6 pm 
SU C  
noan call 924-6500 
ASIAN
-AMERICAN  
CHRISTIAN  
FELLOWSHIP: Message
 on self 
discipline
 
7pm SU Almaden 
cal1275.1057
 
SCTA:
 
Student.leacher
 
panel 
1230.1
 
31 
pm
 
SH
 
331
 
Get
 a resume 
that 
does the job. 
 Fine 
Stationery 
 High Quality Recycled paper. 
 1 
20% OFF ALL COPIES 
ON RESUME PAPER. 
Valid 
on
 orders
 over $2.50. Must present 
coupon
 One
 coupon per 
customer
 Not valid 
with
 any other offer and only
 
at this 
location E xpires 51691 
kinkoss
 
the copy 
center
 
12.10 S. Third St. (Across from McDonald's) 295-43ti 
news
 of the 
restroom incidents.
 
SJSU 
professor
 and gay -right -
activist 
Wiggsy 
Sivertsen
 said the 
individuals  
involved  "arc 
not nec-
essarily 
gay." 
"There's 
an erroneous
 state-
ment in 
that
 it is a meeting
 place 
for 
homosexuals,"  
she said. 
"They 
may or may
 not be gay."
 
Christine 
Schmidt, 
president  of 
the Alternative
 Lifestyles 
Politi-
cal Action
 Coalition,
 expressed 
similar 
feelings. 
"I just worry 
that people will 
think that all
 gays on 
campus
 do 
this," 
Schmidt
 said. "I 
don't want 
it come off as a 
reflection of my 
community."  
Angus 
Klein  and Brooke
 Biggs 
contributed
 to 
this
 story. 
BUDGET
 
From page 
I 
might
 lose $250,000 in cuts, 
but there are no 
hard  numbers 
available 
yet. There arc 
already 
400  applicants for 
next  
fall and they 
were  only able to 
accept 350
 students, he said. 
"But even 
the students we 
have
 
accepted
 
aren't com-
pletely out 
of
 the clear yet," 
Serrano 
continued.  "We could 
possibly have to rescind 
some
 
of the 
acceptances
 if the bud-
get situation gets worse, and 
faculty 
will have to 
shore
 up 
and teach 
more  classes or 
supervise in the field as 
well
 
as teach," 
he said. 
Applicants to the teaching 
credential program offered by 
the School of 
Education are 
required to complete four 
years of undergraduate 
work  
and 150 hours in the 
class-
room before 
they are eligible. 
"Imagine going 
through  all 
of that and then getting turned 
down for lack of space," he 
said. "Cal State 
Northridge  
has decided to 
pick which eli-
gible candidates get into
 their
 
program by lottery," he con-
tinued.
 "I would 
object
 to that 
here." 
YesterDaily
 
Because 
many students
 are not on 
campus 
everyday. 
YesterDaily  
provides  readers with a recap 
of 
the previous 
issue's  top stories 
 
Because  of 
crime  
prevention
 
techniques,
 seven bike 
thefts  have 
been
 reported 
this semester;
 93 
were reported
 stolen in
 the
 
fall.  
 
About
 250 
students
 
participated  in 
a 
rally 
called  "Take 
Back  Our 
Education"
 in 
Sacramento  
Tuesday 
SJSU 
was not 
represented.  
Associated
 Students 
may call a 
special
 student 
election  to 
vote  on a 
fee  increase to 
separate 
athletic
 
funding 
from
 an 
Instructionally
 
Related
 
Activities
 fund. 
FINANCE
 
From page I 
line with others in the nation,"
 he 
said. "I think of myself as 
an 
edu-
cator,"
 he said. "My job is not to 
see how many students I can fail, 
but to maximize their 
education." 
The business school course 
GPAs are generally slightly lower 
than those of other departments, he 
said. 
Strict enforcement of the add -
drop deadline contributes to the 
low GPA in the course is one rea-
son, he said. Any student seeking 
to drop a 
business
 course must 
have a passing grade in the class 
and must demonstrate 
serious  ill-
ness or other 
"compelling"  rea-
sons. 
If other departments approached 
the deadlines as uniformly,
 he sug-
gested, their GPAs might be lower. 
Students may be poorly pre-
pared, suggested Robert Shepherd, 
who teaches three
 of the 15 sec-
tions of Accounting
 20 this 
semester. 
"I think students are not 
pre-
pared for a course of this intensi-
ty." he said.
 
Of his 140 students from 
the fall 
semester, 33 percent got As, he 
said. 
Grades are based on three 50 -
minute midterms and 
a final exam. 
Shepherd said teachers tell stu-
Today's  
forecast
 
Cloudy  
skies
 with light
 
winds and rain
 in the 
evening.  
Highs
 near 65 
with 
lows 
in the
 40s. 
Weekend
 
forecast
 
Rain both 
days  with 
winds 
coming 
from the
 
west.
 Highs
 in the 
low 
60s with lows
 in the
 40s. 
 
National
 
Weather
 
Service
 
dents they 
should
 have at least 
sophomore status. 
In addition he tells his classes 
they 
must completel5 to 20 hours 
of homework a week. He 
assigns 
the text, all its problems and the 
previous midterms which are 
available in a 
binder  and sold to 
students.
 
Mark 
Van 
Order  waited until  he 
was a senior to take the course. 
"For 
an
 introductory course it's 
pretty hard," he said. "They make
 
it more 
complicated  than it needs 
to be." 
He found the midterm binders 
helpful for practice. 
"The book problems have a dif-
ferent format from the 
tests," he 
said. 
"If 
you have good math and 
study, there is no way not to pass 
it, Shepherd said of the course. 
Other classes with low course 
GPAs last semester include Electri-
cal Engineering 98, Introduction to 
Circuit Analysis at 1.97, Materials 
Engineering 
141
 at 1.86. Civil 
Engineering at 1.63,
 Chemical 
Engineering 120 at 1.92,
 Radio 
Television Film 181 at 1.93, 
Administrative Justice 116 at 1.76, 
and Sociology 15 at 1.60. All of 
these courses affect
 fewer students 
than Accounting 20. 
Sian Roper of Institutional 
Research emphasized that the data. 
based on fall 1990 grades, is pre-
liminary.
 
Travel
 
the
 
Globe
 
by
 
Plate.
 
Broaden
 Your 
Taste
 
Buds
 
See  
our
 
Special
 
International
 
Cuisine
 
Section
 
this
 
Thursday
 in CenterStage.
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They
 
come  
by car...
 
They 
come  
by 
train...
 
They 
come  
by 
bus...
 
They
 
don't  
stay 
long...
 
They're
 
HERE
 
GONE
 
Missing 
out on 
the
 
traditional
 
college
 
experience
 
Story
 by Jim
 Johnson 
 
Illustration
 
by 
RaCil 
Dominguez
 
LIke
 
locusts they 
descend  on SJSU,
 devour-
ing 
education 
with
 ravenous 
bites.  Then, 
like
 locusts, 
they
 disappear,
 leaving 
behind  a bar-
ren and 
deserted 
campus.
 
They  are the 
commuter  students
 and they 
make  
up 
nearly 40 
percent  of the 
SJSU 
population.  They 
give the 
institution  its 
commuter
-school
 image. 
They can 
be found 
traveling
 from as 
far away as 
Monterey.
 They park
 in the garages,
 on the 
street,  
and  sometimes 
circle the campus
 searching 
for  a 
free space.
 Some of 
them  take the
 bus. 
For  the most 
part, they 
go
 directly 
from
 their 
cars to 
class and 
back
 to their 
cars,  sucking 
in
 
more 
smog than
 college 
atmosphere.
 
The 
traditional 
idea of a 
campus 
where  the 
majority  of 
students
 spend a 
law amount
 of time 
is 
long gone
 at SJSU.
 
"The 
majority  of 
students 
on
 campus 
are going 
to
 class and 
leaving 
without  
knowing  about
 or 
using many 
services provided," Director of Stu-
dent 
Services Kathleen Wall said. 
Wall quoted a study done at San Francisco 
State, another commuter-school in the midst of a 
large metropolitan area. The study showed that the 
average commuter student spent a per -day total 
of 
six minutes beyond class 
time on campus. 
"Our campus probably isn't much different," 
Wall said. "It's definitely difficult
 to build commu-
nity feeling
 that way." 
The lack of community feeling or "school spir-
it" has become a common complaint among those 
students
 who do spend a considerable time on 
campus and involved 
with  school -related activi-
ties. 
Nearly half the SJSU   
population is over 25 -
years
-old
 and has spent 
some
 time away from 
school. 
"The 
average com-
muter student usually has 
a job, a family and a com-
mute. These are pressures 
which make 
the idyllic 
campus
 life not so idyl-
lic," Wall said. 
Nor 
does it make it 
possible.
 
"The majority of stu-
dents who join the reentry program are com-
muters." Wall said. 
Gary Firenzi and Wendi Niehuis are two reentry 
students who have taken advantage of SJSU's 
educational 
opportunities  after time away from 
school.
 
Firenzi,  35, is a social science/geography major 
who commutes from the Felton 
in
 the Santa Cruz 
Mountains. 
He usually 
drives
 to school but 
he is luckier 
than most, 
who  must either pay 
for a parking pass 
or 
search the streets 
surrounding the 
campus  for a 
parking spot. 
His parents live
 within a few 
blocks 
of the 
campus, and he 
parks there and 
bikes to 
class. 
He is the 
working, 
married
 with children
-type 
student who
 comes to SJSU
 for class and 
then 
leaves. 
"Most  students 
need
 jobs. They 
have
 to pay for 
their education," he 
said.  "An instructor 
of
 mine 
was  saying the 
other day that 
wasn't  the case 
15-
20 
years ago. Parents
 used to pay for 
their kids' 
education 
more.  
"(Students)
 don't have 
as much time to 
spend 
getting 
involved  on 
campus.
 I think it 
detracts 
from the 
idea of a 
central
 campus 
(life)."  
But Firenzi, 
who tried UC 
Santa Cruz for
 a 
term, said he 
values  the freedom 
and the opportu-
nity that a 
school  like SJSU offers 
him.
 
"For 
aesthetics  it's UCSC," he said. 
"But
 
(SJSU's) a great
 place for getting an education." 
Niehuis, a 34 -year -old 
communications
 major 
who uses the parking garages despite living in San 
Jose, agrees that the need 
to work is a major factor 
in commuter-students' lives. 
"Most people 
have to work," she said. "And 
they have to go so 
many  other places, too, that 
they have to take their car. I'd like to take the bus 
but it's not always convenient." 
On student who has found the bus to be the 
answer to the stress
 of a commute is journalism 
major Dede
 Reis, 22. She said she makes use of 
the 
Highway
 17 Express from 
Santa Cruz, some-
'The 
school
 
doesn't
 
have  
as 
much  of 
an 
educational
 
atmosphere
 
as 
those  
schools
 
that  
aren't
 a 
communter
 
school.' 
- Jeff Raudenbaugh, 
senior,
 industrial 
systems  
engineering
 
major  
thing which saves her a lot of grief. 
"If 
I had to come over the hill by car every 
day  I 
would have to reevaluate," Reis 
said.  "It would 
cause  me much headache. The bus is 
fantastic.  I 
can read, do my 
homework, whatever. I choose 
where I want to 
live,  that's a priority. Then I 
choose where to go to school." 
Reis 
has a fairly extensive academic resume, 
having attended 
Cal State Northridge, San Diego 
State and 
several 
community  
colleges. 
She com-
pared 
both
 four-year
 schools 
to SJSU. 
"San 
Jose 
State  is 
about the
 same 
as 
Northridge,"
 she 
said. 
"(Northridge)
 has a 
few 
dorms 
and  some 
housing, 
but most 
of the 
students  
are
 
commuters.
 It's a 
school in 
the middle
 of a 
huge 
metropolitan
 area.
 
"San  Diego
 is a 
little  less 
commuter
 (style).
 
Most  students
 move 
away  from 
home to 
go there 
and live on 
campus."  
'When 
you
 
ask  
if 
commuter
 
students
 
get
 
involved,
 
I 
think
 
you
 
have
 
to
 
define
 
involvement.'
 
 Dean Batt, 
vice 
president,
 
Student
 Affairs
 
Reis believes SJSU serves its purpose for both 
commuters and local students. 
"People who come to a school like this can get 
involved if they want to," she said. "There's 
enough offered. Most students who really want to 
get involved with the whole (traditional) college 
life usually go away to a smaller school. This is 
the only state 
school  in the 
area
 and it draws a lot 
of 
students.
 There's a lot of diversity here. 
"The student who wants
 to just come here for 
classes don't feel like
 an outcast." 
Wall points out that SJSU's 
diversity  leads to 
what  she calls a "bi-modal polarity" among stu-
dents on campus. 
"There are really two campuses in range of 
age," she said. "Then 
there  are commuter and 
non
-commuter students. The 
commuter
 students 
relate to each other. That, in a way, is 
a sense of 
community. They don't 
feel left out." 
However,  commuting 
stretches across all 
age 
groups and
 places of residence. 
Mechanical
 engineering major 
Tim Martens, 
IS, 
commutes  from Pleasanton 
daily.  Although 
commuting
 can be expensive, Martens
 considers 
himself 
lucky because his 
parents  pay for it. 
Martens
 said. "I came 
because
 of the engineering
 
school's 
reputation,"  
he
 said. 
He 
has noticed a big 
difference  between what
 
he has observed on the SJSU
 campus and what his 
friends tell him 
about other 
campuses.
 
"A friend of 
mine goes to St. Mary's 
and  lives in 
the dorms," he said. "He
 said when you live with 
people everyone
 goes out and does 
something  
together. Here people are 
more individual, unless 
they 
already
 know 
someone 
from  their 
high 
school. 
"Some 
people only
 have one 
class and 
then they 
leave.
 They 
don't  really 
have a 
chance
 to 
meet
 
people. I 
pretty
 much set 
aside thoughts
 of a big 
social  life."
 
Kevin 
Chong,
 22, 
commutes  
from  
Sunnyvale.  
A native
 of southern
 
California,
 Chong
 decided 
to 
attend 
SJSU 
because,  
as
 a 
computer
 
science
 
major,
 he wanted
 to be 
where  the 
jobs  in his 
field 
  are. 
Namely,
 Silicon 
Val-
ley.
 
He 
believes  the
 typical 
SJSU 
student  has
 more 
important  
things 
than 
extracurricular
 activities
 to 
worry  
about.
 
"Most  
students  
here are 
older and 
have their 
own 
business
 
besides
 
school,"  
Chong 
said. "A lot of stu-
dents are coming back to 
school
 (to further) their 
career
 or jobs. I see them 
as school -goers 
instead  of 
students. They 
are too caught up 
with  their other 
lives
 to get into 
school  (activities)."
 
Vice President
 of Student Affairs 
Dean  Batt, 
who said 
he
 is specifically 
interested  in commuter
 
schools 
and  their complexities,
 has his own ideas
 
about commuter students. 
"When 
you ask if 
commuter 
students  get 
involved, I think
 you have to 
define involvement,"
 
Batt said.
 "To my mind 
they are. 
Perhaps
 not in 
the traditional 
manner."  
Ban  said he 
comes  in contact
 with 
many
 older 
students in 
programs 
provided  by 
Student  Ser-
vices. 
"You have
 the students
 living in 
the  residence 
halls and 
you  have the 
Greeks  who 
live close 
by,"
 
he said. "And they're involved
 
with  the 
traditional  
activities.  The 
older 
students,
 who 
are  for the 
most  
part
 commuters, 
participate  in other
 ways." 
With 
the  various 
pushes and
 pulls on 
the aver-
age 
commuter 
student at 
SJSU  there 
is a need for
 
special 
measures  to 
deal
 with their
 peculiar 
prob-
lems, Wall 
said. 
"We 
provide
 evening
 
appointments
 for 
students 
who 
can't  come any 
other  time 
for 
whatever
 rea-
son," 
she said. "The real way 
we
 
meet their 
needs  
is by being 
aware  of the 
pressures
 
they  face
 and 
being sensitive to them." 
This 
concludes the three-part
 
series  
of
 the 
Faces of SJSU.
 Tuesday's 
article  focused 
on stu-
dents from other 
contries,
 
while 
Wednesday's
 
story dealt with 
students  who 
grew  up 
in 
San  
Jose
 
and the Santa Clara Valley 
 did 
Spartan Daily 
Features 
'The
 
Throbs'
 battle 
against
 
modern-day
 
rocker 
rebelliousness
 
By Brooke Shelby 
Biggs  
Daily
 staff writer 
There 
was  a time,
 back 
when 
our 
parents
 
were
 
trudging
 barefoot 
through Ike miles 
of 
hip -deep 
snow
 on their way
 to 
school, 
when 
rock 'n' rollers 
were 
seen  as rebels 
who bucked
 the system
 and threw
 
tradition
 to 
the
 wind. 
These  days.
 new 
artists 
are 
spending
 as much
 time 
out -rebel-
ling
 each other
 as they 
are record-
ing 
their  albums. 
Such is the 
case 
in 
a modern 
age when 
iconoclasm  
is the norm. 
The 
Throbs are
 the latest 
hand to 
get defensive
 about 
what adjec-
tives  
people
 use 
to 
describe
 
them  all the
 good 
ones
 have 
been taken 
by lesser hands,
 it is as-
sumed.
 
The New 
York -based 
hand's 
publicity 
pounds  the point
 into 
oblivion:
 
They  are not
 
glum, metal 
or 
sleaze. so 
hold  it right 
there. 
They prefer
 their sound to he char-
acteri/ed as "basic
 rock 'n' roll. ' 
That 
pretty 
much 
narrows
 it 
down. 
now,
 doesn't
 it? 
But 
after a listen to the hand's 
debut "The Language of Thieves 
and Vagabonds."
 one can grant 
that the hand doesn't sound like 
Poison
 
(glum chart -toppers).  Judas 
Pnest (legends of metal) or 
Metal-
lica (proud 
sleaiemen).  That 
doesn't mean. 
Mkt 
et
 er, 
that  they 
don't 
sound like a 
blend  of
 
every
 
RECORD 
REVIEW
 
t thcr 
head
-banging band that's 
popped up since 1976. 
The vocals have touches of the 
Cinderella nasality. the keyboards
 
and percussion wisps of Pink 
Floyd. The 
latter
 is no accident, as 
Floyd
-member
 Bob Drin 
helps out 
on both percussion and keyboards. 
lie also co -produced the album. 
But to give credit where it is 
due, 
no
 two songs on the
 album are 
alike. Some are high-speed 
screamers ("Rip it Up"). some are 
slow,
 smooth 
ballads  ("Honey 
Child")  and some are middle-of-
the-road, potential ROME stan-
dards ("Only Way Out"). 
This hand certainly
 doesn't fear 
try  ing new things at 
the risk of in-
consistency. There are enough
 flu -
tons here to rival the hest
 restau-
rants: a few Middle
 Eastern tastes,
 
a pinch 
of 
boogie-woogie
 jazz 
piano 
(compliments  of Little 
Rich-
ard) and 
an 
explosion
 
of 15
-piece 
orchestral
 harmony 
hacking 
thumping
 bass and wailing 
guitar 
to finish  
out  the pallette. 
It's  a little 
contusing 
to under-
stand why The 
Throbs  want to 
be 
Publicity
 photo 
S;; 
eetheart, 
Danny  Nordahl,
 Roger 
Ericson
 and Ronnie
 Magri; 
members 
or 'The 
Throbs.
 eh ill play 
the Cactus 
Club  Sunday. 
considered 
just 
another
 "basic 
rock 'n'
 roll" 
hand
 
when  they are 
not. And then, they wince when 
compared 
with
 other rock 
'n' roll 
hands.
 
The 
Throbs  may 
be good,
 hut 
come 
on
 now, they 
aren't so 
great  
that 
they
 deserve
 an entire
 genre to 
themselves.
 
Besides,
 a lot 
of The 
Throbs
 
posturing  is just 
talk.
 They
 say in 
their 
press  
package
 that 
they 
aren't 
about
 an image, like 
most hands. 
They don't
 dress
 up. 
they 
say,  nor 
do 
they  affect stage 
personalities or 
adopt stage names. 
"Part
 of what
 we're 
saying  is 
that 
we're  not 
pretending."
 
said
 
guitarist
 
Roger  Ericson. 
But 
then
 it's 
curious
 that 
the 
lead 
singer  is 
a guy. 
named 
Sweet-
heart,  and
 the 
entire  hand
 looks 
like  failed
 
laboratory
 
experiments
 
to 
create  a hybrid of 
Edward  Scis-
sorhands  and 
Elvira.  
"We
 
dress the  same 
way on 
stage
 as well as off.'
  said Ericson. 
Ah. New York. 
Who 
can  blame The 
Throbs  for 
trying? If being a 
rebel is old news. 
then rebelling against the rebels is 
one option. Being had is getting 
hard 
to
 do. 
The 
Throbs 
should 
have  plenty
 
of 
time 
to
 figure
 out 
just 
who  
they  
are. 
though.
 The 
hand  has 
some
 
real talent
 and has proven
 
able to 
write 
and 
perform  
some
 toe
-tap-
ping. head
-banging,
 hip
-swiveling
 
tunes. 
Who knows how 
good
 they 
could be if they 
allowed them-
selves
 to 
concentrate  on their art. 
It a night of The 
Throbs sounds 
iris  ding, catch 
the hand at the Cac-
tus Club Sunday
 at 9:30 p.m. 
Tracey Ullman
 
sues  for her claimed piece
 of 
'The
 
Simpsons'  
LOS 
\ 
( 
LLES  
(AP) - - "The 
Simpsons..  debuted on 
Tracey
 Ul-
lman..., \. 
and now the
 co_ 
median
 
is
 suing  liii a 
share
 of the 
profits
 trom 
the 
wildly popular car-
toon family 
A 
latt  suit 
tiled 
in Superior Court 
d.11111,  I 
Milan I 987 
contract 
1 
he
 sariel 
shim 
\k
 
J. 
produced
 
ii I 
IS
 
liroad,,isling
 Co. 
prom-
 
by 
Fox  
and  
ran for
 
liar
 
years.  
ised her 5 percent to 10 
percent  of 
"The
 
Simpsons."  ss 
i.created by 
marketing 
receipts  of any spinoff 
cartoonist
 
Matt 
Groenmg
 
and  first 
characters 
from
 "The Tracey
 Ul- 
appeared in 
brief  
spots  
between 
!man Show" 
 
even
 if 
others  cre-
 
l'Ilman's
 
skits. 
ated those characters
 Nov, they hate their own an-
imated  
series  and
 the 
characters
  
especially
 
bratty
 Bart
  are 
every-
where: 
in music 
videos. 
on T-shirts
 
and 
other  not 
city items.
 
The
 
lawsuit.
 filed Monday  
. 
did  
not say hov, 
much  mono  t 
rIlman
 
seeks.
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Idaho's 
raw ingredients
 
create 
America's 
brew 
BOISE. Idaho I API 
 St.
 
Louis
 
has its Budweiser. 
Colorado 
its 
Coors and Milwaukee its Miller. 
But all those
 brewery giants look 
to Idaho 
for its 
amber 
waves of 
barley  and aromatic hops.
 
Beer is 
a growing concern in 
Idaho, not
 as a finished product hut 
for the raw 
materials the 
state 
pro-
duces for the golden brew that mil-
lions
 of Americans quaff. 
"Idaho is our largest barley -
growing
 state." said John Holt. 
Coors brewing
 materials manager 
in Golden,
 Colo. 
At 60 
million
 to 65 million 
bushels  annually, Idaho 
usually 
ranks 
among  the top three 
states
 in 
barley: production
 nationwide. 
In 
1989,  North 
Dakota  grew 
98
 mil-
lion bushels, 
Montana  69 million 
and Idaho
 59.5 
million.  
Production
 of malting
 barley. 
which 
commands  a higher price 
than the teed 
barley  used for live-
stock fodder. has been an increas-
ingly important crop for
 Idaho 
kirmers in recent years. Tim Mc-
Greevy. 
executite  
director  
of 
the 
Idaho Barley 
Commission,
 
said
 
malting
 barley 
constituted 56 
per-
cent of the 
state's  
crop  
last year. 
The 1989
 Idaho barley crop. the 
last for which sales figures are 
available. brought in $140 million 
to S150 million. Some $105 mil-
lion 
v,:orth probably ended up in 
beer. said Randy 
Neiwirth.  an in-
dustry representative on the Barley 
Commission who works at the 
Great  Western 
Making
 plant in Po-
catello.
 
The 
major 
brewers
 look to 
Idaho
 
for barley for
 the same reason beer 
drinkers reach for a cold 
one  in the 
summer  it's hot and dry. Bar -
tests 
seldom
 spoil from rain that 
causes grain to sprout. And despite 
a drought continuing
 since 
1988.  
most southern Idaho
 producers irri-
gate and are able to 
get enough 
Water  for their 
crops.  
The 
big companies want eon -
The reason we have 
the 
majority  in malting 
barley
 in our state is 
due to 
irrigation.' 
 Tim MeGreery, 
Idaho Harley Commission 
sistent
 
production.
 
The  
reason
 
we
 
have
 
the 
majority
 
in 
malting
 
barley
 
in 
our
 
state  
is 
due
 
to 
irrigation.
 
McGreevy
 
said.  
That
 
reliability
 
has  
prompted
 
American
 
breweries
 
to 
increase
 
their
 
presence
 
in
 
Idaho  
so 
they
 
can 
speed
 
their
 
suds  
to 
market.
 
Coors  
has
 a 
barley
 
receiving
 
station
 
in 
Buhl
 
and 
a 
storage
 
elevator
 
in 
Bur-
ley: 
that
 
holds  
6 
million
 
bushels.
 
The 
company contracts 
for 
about 5 
million
 bushels, or $18 
million. of malting barley a year 
from Idaho. Holt
 said Coors has 
des eloped
 its own
 strain of Mora-
% 
ian  
III barley and 
also
 uses
 
the 
European -style Triumph
 from the 
Twin 
Falls  area. It is 
converted
 to 
malt in 
Colorado.  
Pocatello's Great 
Western
 Malt-
ing plant produces malt 
for every 
major beer company in the United 
States 
except
 Coors, as well 
as
 
some 
import  beers. Neiwinh said. 
Last year. Great 
Western pro-
cessed more than 13 
million bush-
els
 of 
barley 
from Idaho and else-
where.  
Busch Agricultural
 Resources 
Inc.. a subsidiary of Anheuser-
Busch
 
Cos_
 
Inc..
 will finish build-
ing a S5() 
million
 malt
 processing 
plant in Idaho Falls this spring. It 
will
 employ
 about 45 people and 
produce 
some 8 million 
bushels
 of 
malt annually. meeting 60 
percent 
of the requirement for Anheuser-
Busch's western breweries. 
McGreevy
 estimated producing 
that much 
malt  will require about 
10 
million
 
bushels
 
of 
barley
 each 
year. 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
DENIAL SERVICES 
STUDENT DENTAL 
OPTICAL  PLAN 
Enroll  Now' 
Save your Meth eyes 
find money too 
Cleanings arnd office 
visits Cl no charge 
For 
brochur
 
On 
AR Office°, cell 
I -900-634322S 
DON T BUY BEER, Maim your own' 
Complete instructions' I 900 726-
0916 SS 00 call 
HEADING FOR EUROPE 
TIOS 
SUMMER, 
.4.1 there anytime 
with
 AIRHITCH 
tor 
5269
 from the West Coast 
SOO Irorn the East Coast'
 A.
 
ported in NY Times Lot. Go') 
AIRHITCH
 C041
 
212
 064-2000 
RENTERS 
NOTE°. Do you want the 
Landlord
 to beep your security de 
posd 
or do you want'? beck' 101 
tops on how to gel your 
security  
deposit beck 
Send  $595 
Iche0*
 
rool
 to JM Sea 
Produc 
lions
 
NO.
 36129 Dept II 
San 
-lose 
9515100
 call 4011 
266-3746  
TAKE  BREAK in your week' Como  
loon us the 
CHRISTIAN SCONCE 
ORGANIZATION
 for our teen -
many
 meetings on Wednesdays 
al noon in the 
Montalvo  Room 
Student
 Union For more 
informa-
tion call Karen 
M747-4409 
AUTOMOTIVE 
AUTO 
INNOVATIONS 
Competitive
 prices tor 
.11 01 your 10110 ,0045 
Wheels toes
 4 much 
more 
For Forte 
Quote. 
call  Orlando 
920-0277  
Starve
 
.1
 
037
 
0746 925-01001pagerl 
SJSU
 
Student
 
SEIZED CARS 
truck boat. 4 
wheel  
m  motorhornee
 by FBI
 IRS 
Of A 
Avoidable your 
area now 
Call  I 605402 
ISSS  est C-1255 
FOR  
SALE
 
REDS' 
MATTRESS 
SETS New 
Twin 
SII5 Full $95 
Outten  
9149 
King 
611111  You gel 
bOth pieces 
Bunk  
beds deybeds 
chesibeds
 
$99  II 
up 
Dresser  
mirror 
nilettend  
11.0000a14
 Four 
piece  bedroom
 
set $199 
Chest of &mews
 
1415)7454100
 
Wei 
will beat anyone  prices.' 
HELP 
WANTED
 
ACTIVIST JOBS 
for the ENVIRON 
MINT 
Peas laws lo slop 
air poi 
lotion
 wale, pollution
 and peon 
rade poisoning
 Semealer 
summer
 pee Career
 opportuni 
rho Eon
 
$S. 
learn *bout 
IS.. 
awn 
Call
 DANA 14151323
 53104 
AEROBIC
 SUPERVISOR NEEDED
 to 
coordinate  
onicampu
 
SpertAr,  
robk 
worm  
Teaching
 men 
en. 
and aerobic
 certification
 re 
anted 
Prefer Ref reetion 
leisure 
Sludles or HuP 
minor Must b.. 
current Harbor 
20-2% hots.  
wear 
Treining to begin
 III 
Apply by 5 3111 in 
the  Student 
Artlyilies
 A 
Services  Office 
mem 
10 1110 Pub 924 
595010, 
info 
All SHIFTS 
AVAIL  ABLE 
No 
perlence  
necessary  
$7 $1 111 
10 earl 
WEEK(  Y 
PAY 
Full time
 or part lime 
Apply 
Monday-Frldny
 
8 
on,
 to 
5 pro 
Full benefits 
Credit
 
Union 
Medkal 
Insurenc 
VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS
 
3217 Scott Blvd 
Santa Clara Ca 
0100777.9793
 
between San Tom. Okott 
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE 
Sled neediecl 
et local 
residential 
facKitles
 
for young 
adults  it 
ololiescents 
Nihon 
£10401.4 disabilff
 
we FT PT posrtions 
eyed 
Stan 96-S6 
251100,
 
Call  140111446-3953  
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE 
STAFF  to work with D 
and Au-
tistic children Parttime 6 full -
thine Greet eepertence for Psych  
and Social -Work students  Cell 
377-54120,
 377-1491 
DYNAMIC PUBLISHING COMPANY 
seeks 
energetic
 individual for 
entry.loyel soles poem,. EARN 
S10-115 pen hour VIII1 train Fie.. 
No
 hours Call Russ 14aven
 It
 
406 29431100 
EARN
 $90000 ASSEMBLING prod. 
into
 et home' Easy' No boss' Sel 
Y001
 own hours' Free 
recorded  
messege
 Into
 4I5  5115-5462  24 
hours 
ENTREPRENEURS
 MAKE
 
$3000 
pm month 5041 
Students ol America 
Sunglosses  
to retell
 stores onywhere 
mine U S A NO INV RIO 
Write P 0 Bo. 70 
Tualilln 
OR 97062 
JOBS IN PARADISE
 
learn
 how lo obtain ea 
citing  
new oar..,. with 
CLUB MED 
cruisMines
 and other tropical 
resorts Lel CoUr
 informative 
guide show you hove Send 
96 IS to 
AIM
 Publication. 
P0 Be. 3729 Santa Clare 
Ca 93035 
MODEL SEARCH 91  Cosmopolitan 
internetional 
modeling  agency 
seeking
 U F for fashion print 
e nd 
TV
 commercial 
work 
For 
inee
 
evaluation  CaN 3744090 
PART TIME' INTERNATIONAL RETAIL 
CHAIN Lin 
business Once 111661 
ha 200 full
 end 900.11110. post 
lion. In feted sales
 0114
 customer 
service 
Temporery  and perm. 
nionl 
positions with flee 
ible
 hours 
Work hours 
sO around your 
school schedule' Starling
 pey 
ret. $1125' 
Earn  $135 lor a 
Ill,, 
work week 5775 tor 7011., 5450 
for
 40 h. No mtperlence re 
cowed training 
prooldocl  Plod In. 
townships  avalleble scholarships 
awarded A 
loon
 
2-4 credits on 
our 
fully  accredited 
work  miperi 
once program
 Can stay on 
full
 
Or10 during your 
Spring  break 
and 
during your Summer
 Omar. 
For intorrnettion Cell 
Sao Jose 
14081977
 
3011 
or Los
 0a100140111 
334-1079 IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS' 
POP 
SYSTEMS  HAS JOB 
mini gs 
high tech 
computer industry E. 
cellenl
 torperienc 
end flerible 
hours F 
Tend
 
PT
 
sales rep. Cell 
1101494-0301 
.1 SOO 
FT 
API  
Ship receiving 
clerk* call erten 
W on 400 
PHONE 
INTERVIEWERS NEEDED 
ASAP In, 
0711, Bilingual desired 
So? 
not required Contact Yoko 
Baba el 
024-5334
 
or SJSU Socio 
logy Department 
In 01.11 740* 
un1114
 7491 
PHOTOGRAPHERS
 ASSISTANTS 
Even. eves 
Minds  May A June 
Reliable 1 prof eppeterrince
 r 
quired 
Provide own 
transport
 
Cell 7 1 1-000 247
 343% 
POSTAL JOBS 
INFO
 carrier I 
other  
positions
 irseiloble 
nattonwide 
Starting Ill Tin, with 9e0e111 
Cell 1 -602-730-6455 reel 2187 
STUDENTS'  SCHOOL AND CAREER'  
It.
 easy  
with Discovery Toys I II 
help you succeed For
 Into
 
pocket  
0011
 
2304271
 
SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTER
 
NSHIP interviews now tatting 
piece Gain valuable cup manag 
mg a 
teem of 
employ.*
 
Custom
 
era and suppliers Successful ap 
°grants will undergo ...move 
training Airecage  $ummer  
mem 
ings fen. 58.515 000 Student 
Painters I-800-476.6441 oxt 277 
TEACHERS
 
SUBSTITUTES'.
 
Small World 
Schools is hiring 
teachers tot our pre-school
 
Khoo..gl
 and infant
 
program We need 
hillane  
and p0.1 11100 caregivers 
Flemble
 10.015
 available 
for full-time
 students 
Early morning shifts 
30a01-9 30aml avarloble 
Call 257-7326 Sio units 
E C E or education 
required 
TRAVEL 
SALES 
RE
 SE FIVATIONIST
 
Wholesale tour operator spocal 
iting In upscale lour to 
Haws,,
 
has 
saverel full time summer po 
*Mons ayruloblie Pan time 
work 
rney be a possibility in the fall 
From offices 
 iew 
blocks
 frorn 
campus
 resenrationIsts comm. 
nice. with travel agents via hfto 
phone to develop promote and 
0.11 
cuelomited 
110001 dimmer,. 
Successtul applicants
 0011 11.00 
PLeasoni  telephone voice 
*Sales A customer service 
skills  
Computior or 
typing
 skills 
eFleffbillft to work some *reek 
end 
shifts  
Reseryalionlets receive paid 
training
 and  bees salary plus
 in 
centives
 Apply in person at 
Classic 
Hawaii
 
I No First St 3rd floor 
San Jose
 CA 95113 
$1000  
Deily  
PT FT Only easy No 
 op Act 
now.
 Send S  SE 
tor 
info to 
OH
 ENTERPRISES
 467 
Se
 
tato. Ave Suite 636 San Jose 
CA 95129 
HOUSING
 
AVAllBl
 F NOW OR  RESERVE for
 
Fall Lrg 2 barn
 2 bath tree cable 
mom:mese  secured 
parking 
quiet Ideal tor 
up to 4 students
 
401 William Coll 
0470003 
CONDO 
FOR RENT Terme 
North  
Shor Sleeps t 0 Fireplace BEM 
wash
 dry kitchen Ski
   lake 
Cl,.. by Weelny or 
delft  tante  
Phone i SOWS) 4138 end 
as 11 tor 
GAIL  
ROOM 
MATE
 WANTED 14 F roommate 
wan,.d in nice 4 bedroom house 
near Winchester
 
5400 per 
month 
. of ualies Cali St.. 14081 
291 7019 or 248 70713 
ROOMMATE WANTED M F hare Mr. 
1111 2 , hat0  house 419, 
No
 
Cl
 
campus S360 1 
30111
 dep 
Non Smoker 
Coll ED 441 
0154  
2 BORM 2 both apartmernt Walk or 
ride 
bihe  lo 
school
 705 Ilth St 
mindry faced** security Wild 
tog cable TV overl cleon A quiet 
remocktied
 Geroge 
avail on Mot 
come first mused bests 1750 
5000 per
 I00 1-104090 oluderds 
Call  
manor,. in 
260  
9157
 
PERSONALS 
UFGREE N AlGAE S HERE N 
NOW' Super memory enhenrer
 
bort, toner See VIKTOR 10 911 
711  
III 
all 
400251
 1447 before 0600 4 
. 90, 1100
 any Oily  
AFRO
 Atil TEACHER SEEKS 
Asian  
Polynesian
 tang cult exchange
 
gang lo Hawaii
 in July Want to 
go' 
Call  Al 
408  259' 
ter14  after 6 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC' Unwonted 
Sell removed 
forever SPECIAL 
1ST Confidential 
your  very 
own 
probe or disposable 
Call 
247  
7486 
335 S BayLsood
 Ave 
San 
Jose 
SERVICES  
ATTORNEYS  
',Lorry Accident 
Special  
lots Whether insured
 or 
not
 
00
 cen 
help it 
you  
have 
been  hurt 
W0
 
*Ill 
do MI of 
the won and 
you 
0111004
 
up 
tinanci
 
elly
 100
 
stronger and 
safer then
 
II 
you try 
10
 
settle  your own case 
Many
 SSSS01  itypecience  
There is no charge for 
consultation Accident 
Law Center 
2156  Th. 
Alameda 
5,0
 Jose 244-3340 
IMMIGRATION
 LAW CENTER 
Employment 
07.1000111  
01.05
 
241-3302 
DON 
T GET CAUGHT
 
DRIVING
 UNINSURED' 
If you are 
leering
 a 
agUeeae on 
your budget 
dim
 
10
 
119109 
insurance
 
costs 
call  HOWARD 
BACA  
Farmers
 Ins at 879-9761 
loll 
complaint., rate 
We give 
substantial
 
discounts 
101
 
0000
 
DRIVERS
 GOOD STUDENTS 
and NON-SMOKERS
 Call 
u for ail
 of your 
insurance
 Needs
 
GET READY FOR
 SUMMER" 
Permanent Heir
 Remove!
 
SPECIAL
 DISCOUNTS 
for students
 
& coolly 
Etactrolysis
 by 
P01,1,109 F 
140111371-0488 
16435 
9.100,0 ve 
Cmpteli
 
LEARN
 
TOFt
 
S 1 II 
h. 
lor 
private  
comm...
 
night
 reviews and all 
ion 
r 
rip 
IMM 
check outs Special introductory 
111911
 
111001 
SJC 
to 
LOX.
 only
 134 
For more into call Jim 
al 723 
3146 
TUTORING 
PRIVATE  INDIVIDUAL 
Electronics 
electrical
 
engr. 
hewing 
computers 
technical
 
writtng
 
& 
math by Professional
 
Erlanger at Cupertino office lab 
Days evenings weeetercls 
5,0 
lo Mr 
Gayler  
14081996.0743
 
WRITING
 
RESEARCH SERVICES 
Paper
 
thesis
 
development  
preparetmn All topics 
Qualified venters Resumes 
Frame 
AcadriimiC  
prOtelliional
 
writing 
Reasonable  
Annotated
 bibliographies 
Berkeley - 1415)641-S036 
UN 
DISCOUNT  
00 .11
 permanent cosmetics 
Enhance your ;laurel beauty' 
EYE LINER EYEBROWS 
LIPS CHEEKS 
SMALL SCARS BLENDED 
Fop 
6-1591  
Cell Tnsh
 
.1 14001379 3500 
ft. Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 
E 
Carnpbeli
 Ave 
all  
Campbell
 
C. 95001
 
TRAVEL 
CHRISTMAS SPRING 
BREAK  
SUMMER 
TRAVEL  FREE 
An couriers needed and cruise-
ship 
lobs
 Call 1-105-642 75550.1  
F 
1561
 
HEADING FOR
 EUROPE 
THIS SUMMERY 
Jet 
there einyttme with 
AIRHITCH  
tor 
5269 
horn  the West Coast 
5160 
Rom  the
 
Fell Coss?' Lle 
ported  on NY Ton.
 
A 
Loll
 Go'i 
AIRHITC Ft Call 2121364 2000 
WHERE DO YOU 
WANT
 TO GO, U S 
Hawaii Mesico7 Make our race 
hon plans 
eari, 
tor 
best  prices 
and low 
sirlates  Call Arlene at 
400 997 3647 
TYPING 
ASH.' Too
 mon, reports 
end not 
enough
 lime, 
FT 
MT OR 
THE 
1' 
YONG'
 
Resumes
 term 
papers.
 theses 
etc Gr. 
undergred 
Awailable by 
appt
 
Laser
 Printer 
Call 6,0.972-4992 
ABANDON THE
 
FRUSTRATION'  
CALL 
EDP 
SERVICES'  
Repons
 term papers. 
resumes  
letter
 
A 
more 
POSTSCRIPT
 LA-
SERJET 
Affordable 
accurele  
feor Spell Glom check 
avoilable 
Close
 to campus
 Pickup 
ay. 
EVEL 
YN
 7704014
 
ACADEMIC I PROFESSIONAL
 
Desk-
top Publishing  A 
Wood Pro 
cossing
 peplos 
thesis 
resumes  
reports  a. 
group 
propecls 
wel-
come 
APA .,pd 
Accurate  won0  
leiter  output 52 25 
doubliespeced 
peg.  7 min horn campus near 
680
 & McKee 
To 
reserve
 your 
1190
 
0111 PJ
 .1
 
923.2305 
ACCURATE  
AND
 
DEPENDABLE 
TYPIST
 AVAILABLE 
Fost
 
turnaround
 
Neer 
commis  
Reasonable
 rates 
Call
 
WENDY  
al 947
 7.3
 
ACME
 TOPING
 
A 
WORDPROCESSING
 
Close  to 
campu
 Fast 
turnaround
 
Colt  TOM 
at 292-4096 
AFFORDABLE ar 
EXPERIENCED  
*ordain/ming'
 Term
 papers 
reports
 group 
papers 
resumes
 
letters 
theses  
latarpOnter
 
tor All 
formats plu 
API  SPE L 
CHECK 
punctuation
 grommet
 
aseistancor
 All work 
guaranteed'
 
Call PAM 
247-2011 
Rom-6pm
 tor 
worry free 
professional
 
dependable
 
servo.
 
ALL ARRANGED' 
Affordable 
eeperionced  
professional
 typist 
Al 85 WPM 
I *NI make 
your
 
...look
 BE 
their best 
Any format Call 
5,...,14081947
-61ST San 
Jo90
 
mom  
semi
 
PRIN  
I 
Y()L;Ft  
Al) 
I 11.,R1
 
A NEATLY 
TYPED PAPER 
gets 
the 901 91.40 
Good 
welling  and 
grommet
 
0150
 
5019 Let this
 
English
 finarner 
lasso.  
MINN
 Minn
 
V°°
 
in improving your 
P A Foreign students 
WeltOMM
 COIl EaRBAR 
at WRITE TYPE 
t 40111295-7438 
ASK tor MARSHA
 286-9448 
Grad Theses Term Papers 
Resumes
 
Cower  Len*.
 
APA %smarm MLA
 formals 
Ealing assistance given 
Op 
grammel sent.. structure
 
Use Word Perfect 
HPLaser It 
Willow Glen
 Area 
A TYPING IS 
BACK A better 
than 
ever' Great km rates II pro (hal 
ity 
pick-up
 aveilable 
270-4316
 Paw message 
CALL LINDA TODAY tor itapenenced 
protessiOnal prOCelopng
 
Thee. 
term
 pepers 
grout,
 WO' 
wcts etc All tomtits including 
API Chock 
return  Transcription 
valleble 
Aimed. 
Branham area Cali 264-4504 
CAN YOU
 TYPE THIS' Sure' Desk top 
publishing
 word 
procoseing
 
quick return 
Call  DEBBT 408-
276,837 Laser 
Ouallty  
EXPERIENCED
 FAST 
WORDprocessors famtiar 
with 
APA
 turablan tonna. 
for reports 
{moors thee. 
resumes whatever 
Sceence  
Engitsh 
P19005
 
00?
 
apecially
 
FREE
 spelkheck storage 
Lair.cost 
oditIng
 graphic  
Call Peui,Virglnie-251-0449 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE TYPING 
word piocesoing
 
desktop  pub -
heeling graphic design  
A loyout 
tern, papers
 these* post grad 
Lie. work Near 01011890 224 
6395 
Fas; 
turnaround  Salist. 
non guaranteed 
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 
next to 
Original
 Joe s 
v 
PiNG  
WORDPROCESSING 
II 30-52
 
IMIN
 
Mmintosh  label print 
Notes papers letters 
resumes etc Frire editing 
DOWW/In  Business Center 
123 S 15151 lei Fl 
253.0700  
TYPING  
6 Solace)
 10  yrs 
legal exp 
all
 
hos.
 near On Ante 
A Vain, 
&intone
 046.5658 
TYPING 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
Service 
Roesonable  
rates  
Morgan Hill
 
area
 
Call CATHY 
01406779.7075
 
TYPING 
WORD
 
PROCESSING  
$2 per page 
EILEEN 
226-1459
 
WORD  
PROCESSINGLTA
 
QUALITY
 
PRINTING
 - 
PHOTOCOPIES
 
MORE
 l--
POPM's
 Resumes  
Superior
 Svc 
Floe
 PhoBAOPY 129 Peg.
 meal 
- 
CECILIA
  408 
273-6 t 02 
Wd 
prOC
 02 25 pg 115 fir 
whichever  
leas  
So SJ 
ame  
let 
TIME 
CUSTOMERS
 
205.
 
LESS'  
24091... 20 
yeere  exp 
Spartan
 
Daily 
Classified 
ads  
work.
 
Let
 them 
work for 
you.  
For 
info, call
 
924-3277  
EMI 
l'iank 
',. Ic!ter 
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[][1[][][][][][11-  
II. 11 
11 
11 11 11 Jill 
II 
II 
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IL 
A 
Is
 
AD 
RATES,
 MINIMUM 3 LINES ON 
ONE
 
04v Name 
One Two 
Threw Four
 Flve 
Day 
Days Deys Days Days Address 
3 
knes  $500 
$ECO  
$670
 
$740
 
$800
   
41ines $600 
$670 
$740 
$810
 
588(3 
5 
lines  $700
 $740
 $810
 
$880
 
$960 
611005  
$800
 
$870 
$940 
$1010
 
$1080 
Each
 additional
 
hoe $1 00 
Each 
adcitional
 day 
$1
 00 
SEMESETER
 
RATES,
 
ALL ISSUES 
5 9 
hoes  
$70  00 
* 10 14 lines 
$90 00 
15 19 hoes 
$11000 
OuestIons?
 
Call
 (408)
 
924-3277
 
City/State 
Zip 
Phone  
SEND
 
CHECK,  
MONEY  ORDER OR 
CASE 
TO: 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San
 Jose State
 University
 
San  
Jose,
 California
 
95192-0149  
Clawbed
 
desk  Imatpd Incode 
Wahlquist  Lbws? North 102 
Please 
check  ./ 
your 
classification:
 
,,,.....,Announcements
 
Automotive
 
Computers
 
For Sale
 
Greek 
Help 
Wanted  
Housing
 
Lost 
and 
Found  
Personal
 
Services
 
Stereo 
Travel 
_Typing 
J D e e d l l n e :
 
Two days 
before  
pubscation
  
Consecutive
 
publications
 dates 
only   No 
refunds
 on 
cancelled
 sds 
MN 
ME 
III 
NMI
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Chip 
Loven  - Daily staff photographer 
SJSU's
 Tracy Lopez drives
 a fastball into 
centerfield  during the 
2nd inning
 of the Spartans 
double
 header against 
the  hornets. 
SJSU
 
overpowers
 
Sacramento  
State  
via
 the long 
ball 
By John Bessa 
Daily staff writer
 
The
 Spartan softball 
team  ran its 
record to 
20-15 for the 
season  with 
a pair of 
wins  at Wednesday 
night's doubleheader 
against Sac-
ramento
 State. aided by 
homeruns 
from Tracy 
Lopez and Noleana
 
Woodard.  
%Wards'
 two -run shot came in 
the 
sixth inning of the first game. It 
drove in 
two  of the tour 
runs 
scored that inning 
in a Spartan 
come -hack
 drive to win the game 
4-3.
 
Lopez  
had  a 
solo 
in -the
-park  
shot in the 
fourth inning of the sec-
ond game. giving SJSU a 2-0 
lead.  
The 
Hornets
 gained one run in a 
brief sixth inning 
drive.  only to be 
shut down by  an up -the -middle 
grab hy senior second baseman 
Ritz 
Rios
 
Rios got the force -out at 
second base to end the inning. 
The 
SJSU
 team responded
 to 
Sacramento's
 efforts with 
five  
more runs in the bottom 
of the 
sixth. with singles by Paula Lewis. 
Jenny 
Cook.  Mitzi 1.enger and 
Woodard.  
Spartan 
pitcher Lisa Waren (6 -
St
 Sacramento
 at one run after 
forcing
 
three  of the 
Hornets
 to fly 
out in 
the 
top of the seventh. 
giv-
ing SJSU a 
7-I victory. 
The first game come -hack 
drive  
began after Sacramento
 scored 
two
 
runs
 in the third inning 
against 
SJSV
 pitcher Leann Emery (5-4). 
hornet
 Terri Eagleston got on 
with  
a single
 after 
the 
lead-off
 hatter
 
grounded
 out to
 
second
 
base. 
Emery  
then 
walked  
Toni  
Heisler
 to 
put 
runners  
on
 
first and 
second.
 
Shortstop  
Kim 
Meyer 
((Mowed
 
is 
Oh 
a (limbic 
0 
drive
 the 
two 
runs
 
Doubles
 
kill  
(ari0ii
 
Sw
 aggart 
Daily staff writer 
A score of 6-3 
spelled
 
defeat 
Wednesday  for  
the
 SJSU
 
women's  
tennis  team.
 after
 a strong
 perfor-
mance against
 
the 
University
 of 
San
 Franc
 isci 
A 
showdown
 
occurred
 
near
 
the 
end 
of
 the 
singles.  
as
 Lyn 
Cadigal.  
Patty 
Cornelius
 and 
Marie 
Ca-
puyan 
struggled  to 
defeat their
 op-
ponents
 and
 win 
the 
singles  
matches. 
However.
 only 
Cornelius  
of
 the 
three Spartans 
was  able to 
pull off 
a victory.
 leaving 
a deadlocked
 
score
 
of 
3-3  
and 
forcing
 the 
two
 
teams into a duel
 in the doubles 
matches. 
"It 
was  tough." 
said  
I.yn
 Cadi-
gal.
  ' 
A lot 
of people 
were  
injured.  
If we had everyone well and 
healthy  
we would 
have
 beaten 
them.
  
She
 noted that 
three  of the 
SJS1'  
players had been 
injured; Patty 
Cornelius.
 with a hack injury.  
Les
 
lie Ruiz with 
a
 
muscle -strained
 
elbow
 and Coleen Gleason with a 
strained 
right shoulder.
 
In 
the 
singles
 
matches.  
USF's  
Margaret
 Hong defeated 
Flor Cadi-
gal 6-2. 
6-2.  SJSU's Lyn 
Cadigal 
A. 
in. hut was left
 on after right 
fielder Kelli McIntire grounded out 
to third baseman Jackie Tawncy. 
Sacramento
 followed
 in the fifth 
inning 
with another
 run, scored
 on 
a single. bringing its score up to 
three.
 
The Spartans turned the score 
around in the sixth when Rios led 
off  with a single. Woodard
 
came 
up. 
took a ball, and then knocked 
one 
over  the fence off of Hornet 
pitcher Cary Gessell. scoring her-
self and Rios. Lewis and Lope/ 
followed,
 adding two
 
more
 to the 
Spartan's total
 after reaching base 
on errors. 
Sacramento's
 hopes for 
a 
comeback were dashed when the 
Spartans shut them down in tour 
hatters  
Two flied
 out 
with
 shots to 
the 
outfield,
 and 
one  
grounded
 out 
to Lopez at shortstop. Emery 
gave 
up one hit to Hornet second base-
man 
Rachelle 
Manning 
with two  
outs that never came to fruition. 
Spartan  Coach Kathy 
Wuhan  
said
 the team got off to a slow start 
in the first 
game. 
"It was slow going in the begin-
ning." she said. "After 
30 
or 40 
hall games it can be a grind." 
Strahan
 said 
the team 
bounced
 
hack 
after a 
talk 
mid -point 
in the 
game,
 and 
that 
"the  love 
and 
ap-
preciation  
of 
the  sport
 came 
flood-
ing hack  
in.  
she said,
 adding
 that 
she 
hopes  
the
 team will he 
men-
tally  ready
 for 
the rest 
of the 
sea-
son.
 
'We're  
at
 the 
grind  in 
the 
sea-
son 
- we're
 at the
 
midpoint
 and
 it 
can 
get  
tedious   
off  
Spartans
 
downed
 Judy 
1 in 
the first
 set 
6-3. 
hut 
w,is
 subsequently
 defeated in 
the 
follow  
ing
 two sets
 by Lin 
6-3,
 
6-2. Cornelius came on 
strong
 
in 
the first set against USF's 
Erin  
O'Neil 6-2. was put 
down
 
in the 
second 
5-7. but came hack 6-3 in 
the third set. 
SJSU's
 Julie Wil-
liams downed  
I nreta
 
Fleming
 
6-3, 
6-0,  as did
 SJSU's 
Tisha 
Iliraishi
 
against Kari McCallum, 6-1. 6-0. 
USF's Sandy Dario 
claimed  vic-
tory over 
Marie Capuyan in 
the last 
two 
sets.  
6-4,
 
6-3.  
LW' swept the 
doubles
 matches.
 
with Hong 
and  I.in defeating 
Wil-
liams and Leslie Ruiz 6-4, 6-0. 
Ruiz was 
substituting  for 
Corne-
lius. Flora 
Cadigal and 
Iliraishi 
were 
downed  by 
O'Neil
 and Flem-
ing 
6-4.  3-6. 
7-6.
 McCallum
 and 
Dario
 
of
 
I. 
SF
 claimed victory 
over 
I.yn Cadigal and Capuyan 6-4. 7-
6.
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Spartan
 
Daily  
Spartans
 
come
 
back
 
to
 
strip
 
the 
stripes
 
By Corey Tresidder 
Daily staff 
writer  
After a slow start in a 
late
 season 
conference match. the Spartan 
men's tennis team picked up a vic-
tory in the No. 
2 seed
 
doubles  
match  to defeat Pacific
 5-4 on 
Wednesday at the Almaden Valley 
Athletic Club. 
Spartan No. I seed Brian Eagle 
returned to 
singles
 competition 
after sitting out with an injury dur-
ing 
Monday's  win 
over Utah. 
Tiger
 Igor Vuletic gave
 Eagle a 
disappointing
 return, challenging 
Eagle's
 baseline play 
by
 charging 
the  net frequently.
 Vuletic took the 
match 6-1. 6-4. 
"Brian's opponent
 had a 
defi-
nite game plan and 
was effective," 
Spartan Coach 
John
 Hubbell said. 
"You really have to he on top 
of 
your 
game  to win against
 a net 
player like 
Vuletic."  
TIGERS
 5 
SPARTANS
 4 
HIGHLIGHT:  In 
the pivotal 
point of 
the  match, 
SJSU 
doubles  
tandem
 of 
Brandon 
Coupe -Brian
 Eagle 
defeated  
Pacific's  
Kevin  
Smith
-Fennell
 
Parrish
 7-5, 
6-0.  
Things
 looked 
bleak 
for the 
Spartans when No. 2 
seed Richard 
Beijer 
dropped his match to 
Tiger 
Kevin 
Smith.
 Beijer tied the match 
in sets I-6. 6-0 
hut couldn't hang 
on 
and  lost the final set 
6-4.
 
The Spartans
 were down 
2-0 hut 
then 
came alive in 
the remaining 
singles  matches to grab 
the lead. 
SJSU's 
Brandon Coupe
 took his 
No. 3 seed match
 from Fennell 
Parrish
 7-5, 6-3, Spartan
 Dana Gill 
overpowered 
No. 
4 
seed  Mike 
Sandoz 6-3, 
6-0 and No. 5 seed 
Mike 
Askvig  beat Jorge 
de Abreu 
6-1, 6- I . 
Spartan No.
 6 seed
 
Mauricio
 
Cordova  then put the 
Spartans
 up 
4-2 
with his 
7-5. 7-6 
win diver 
Peter Gunther. 
"I 
haven't  
won a match for 
three weeks,"
 an ecstatic 
Cordova
 
Ken 
Wrnlq 
Daily 
staff  photographe 
Spartan No. 3 
seed Brandon Coupe digs for 
a 
l'OP.
 
Coupe
 defeated Parish
 7-5, 
6-3.
 The 
volley  in his match
 against Fennell Parrish of 
Spartans
 won 
5-4. 
said. 
"It's 
good to 
come  
out of the 
slump.''
 
The 
doubles  
matches  
were
 key 
for
 
Pacific.  
The  Spartans
 had 
enough
 of a 
lead that 
all they 
needed  to 
do was to 
take one 
match. 
Pacific tied 
the team score
 with 
Vuletic and 
Sandoz's  7-5. 6-3 
No.  
1 seed win 
over  
Helier and Askvig 
and 
Gunther
-de 
Ahreu's  
6-0,
 
6-3 
V, III over
 
Spanan
 
No 1 
seed team 
of 
Cordova
-Gill. 
The No. 2 seed doubles match 
was
 the 
pivotal
 point 
of
 the 
match.
 
The 
duo 
of
 C'oupe
 and 
Eagle 
gave 
the 
Spartans  
the 
overall
 team
 win 
with 
their  
7-5.  6-0 
defeat
 of 
Pacif-
ic's 
tandem 
of 
Smith  
and  
Parrish.  
"Pacific is a 
greatly  improved 
team. 
with
 tour
 new guys in their 
lineup since last 
ear. Hubbell  
said. 
"For example. 
Smith)/  iv a, 
their No.
 2 seed last year, and iv
 
tilt 
the 
new 
additions.
 
he's down 
to 
No. 4. 
They 
re 
wall) an up 
and 
coming 
program 
" 
The 
Spartans next 
contest
 
is 
against 
Pepperdine 
[no eisay 
on
 
Monday at AVAC
 ( lame time 
is 
set  for I 341 p.m. 
Scholar
 
athletes
 
honored
 
at 
annual  
breakfast
 
By Susan
 Brown 
Daily
 staff writer 
SJS1''s outstanding student 
scholar
 athletes 
were  honored 
at
 a 
special awards 
breakfast
 Thursday 
morning in the Student Union Ball -
r00111.
 
The fourth annual Scholar -Ath-
lete 
Breakfast
 recognized a 
total  of 
7t4 athletes. Each of SJSU 
's 15 ath-
letic teams
 were represented at the 
banquet.  
Each athlete honored maintained 
a 
cumulative  
grade 
point
 
average
 
of 3.0 or above
 at the
 
conclusiiin
 
of 
the fall
 
1990
 
semester, 
iv hiCh 
.il.,:ords them 
"Scholar 
Athlete"  
status
 at 
SJS(
 
I. 
The number 
of
 scholar athletes 
has risen impressively since the 
first awards
 breakfast held in the 
spring of 19)11  The 
first  banquet 
recognized 
only 12
 
athletes 
who  
had achieved the  
3 
criteria.  
The 
714 
students  
honored 
is even 
more 
Spartan
 sports 
weekend
 
This  weekend in 
sports for SJSU.
 
12.61Y 
Sport 
Fri Football 
Baseball
 
Men's
 Golf 
Judo 
Men's 
Volleyball  
San 
Jose Giants 
Sat 
Softball
 
Men's  Golf 
Judo 
Baseball
 
San Jose Giants 
Men's 
Volleyball  
Sun
 
Men's
 
Golf  
Softball
 
Judo
 
Ice
 Hockey Club 
San 
Jose
 Giants 
Mon 
Men's 
Tennis  
Women's  
Tennis
 
Opponent
 
Scrimmage  
Fresno State 
Stanford
 
Sr. 
Nationals  
Championships  
Stockton 
Pacific 
Stanford
 
Sr. 
Nationals  
Fresno State 
Stockton
 
Championships
 
Stanford
 
Hawaii 
Sr. Nationals
 
UC-Davls
 
Stockton
 (OH) 
Pepperdlne
 
Big West 
tournament  
Time  
5:00  
1:00 
All 
Day 
All 
Day 
7:30 
7:15
 
1:00
 
All 
Day 
All
 Day 
11:00
 
6:30 
7:30
 
All 
Day 
11:00  
All 
Day 
6:45 
5:00
 
1:30
 
All 
Day 
Spartan
 home games 
In bold face 
type.  
Football
 played at Spartan 
Stadium,  Baseball at 
Municipal Stadium,
 Softball at PAL 
Stadium, Tennis 
at
 
South 
Campus  Courts and 
AVAC,  Ice Hockey 
at
 
Eastridge. 
VVINU°3 1 
li- 
ciirsEsE  cusiNE - - FOOD 
TO
 GO il 
ift  
It 
30 9 
00pm 
rf 
Mondays 
 Mandarin & Siechuan Cuisine 
 Box 
Lunches  
To 
Go 
 Lunch and Dinner 
 
Catering  Available 
294-3303
 
or 
998-9427
 
If 
I 
I 
J,ic 
kiaitt
 
Strict
 
I, It 
liii 
k,
 
North ol 
S;inta  Clara
 
Between  
lid and 
.1111  
/? 0 
significant
 
considering  that 
four 
sports 
have  been cut 
from the 
ath-
letic 
program  
since  I 
9104.  
'1'he  athletes 
were praised
 by a 
number
 
of
 guest speakers 
includ-
ing SJSU 
President
 Gail 
Fullerton  
and special
 guest 
speaker
 Stanley 
Baran.
 department of 
theater  
arts  
chairman. 
Baran expressed 
his ad-
miration 
of
 the athletes 
present and 
told them 
that they are the 
ones 
who 
have
 it hard because 
I it 
the 
stigma
 put on 
athletes  that says 
they can't he 
smart  as well as 
he
 
outstanding
 athletes
 
'The 
world  
is 
against  
you  
. 
the
 
commentators,
 
fans
 
and  
coaches,
 they 
don't  
believe
 
you 
can 
do both.''
 
Baran  
said.  
Besides the 78 
scholar
 
athletes.
 
also 
receiving  special 
lecognition
 
were 
Roz 
Rios  
and 
Paul 
Franklin,
 
the school's tv,i, 
131g 
Vk est
 
Scholar
 
.Athletes of 
the  year 
Rios, 
a 
senior
 
hehav tonal 
science
 major and team 
captain 
of the women's  
softball
 
team,
 has 
an
 
overall
 (iPA 
01 
3.61 
and  is the first 
female
 in any SIM 
iii 
10 earn Academic A men - 
can 
honors.  
Franklin. 
a senior Afro-
 Ameri-
can 
studies
 majiir and
 member of 
the football 
team,  sports  an 
overall  
moil.  
I 
pin  
reed's  
mg 
his  il%A
 
( IPA 
I 3 and 1 5 
w ithin his 
laanklin  thanked
 his family 
. teach-
ers and 
people
 in his 
life %c
 
hi) 
were  
a pi rot 
fse  influence 
Softball
 player Jenny Cook 
was  
named as SJSU's 
athlete with the 
highest  cumulative grade point av-
erage. ( . a 
soplioimire  
cm, a 
ronmental
 studies minor and out.  
fielder lin 
the
 Spartan team. 
tinned
 
in a eimitilanve 
1.K  inetall to 
signify
 her as SJSI ''s
 hip Nk: 
hula
 
athlete for 
1990  
The sot
 
than  team as a
 
it 
hiile
 
was 
spotlighted
 
during
 the vie 
mony 
vdien
 it 
was 
recognized
 
as 
the sports 
team
 
with  
the hest ovei 
alI ( iPA Ii 
a 
the
 fall
 1990 
semester  
Honored
 
as 
well
 tor top 
osciall  
(iPA
 
was  
the 
women's
 
gy ulnas' 
I k 
vqmimtf lor its .1 0 
dimi
 in the 
sluing  
semester  of PPM
 
Obscenities !! 
Racial slurs, insults, 
negative  stereotypes
 and 
derogatory comments --
should they 
be allowed? 
Find out what one
 
student thinks. 
?@!
 
Access
 
magazine
 
coming in May 
